Horseshoe Lace Cuff
A Cascade Cupcake Companion Pattern
By Kristen Ashbaugh Helmreich
For Jimmy Beans Wool

This cute and feminine cuff is a great way to use up about 20 yards of extra yarn while making a cute
accessory that will go with just about anything! With a pretty and simple horseshoe lace pattern and
picot edging that is knit as you go, this cuff is a super quick project that redefines the traditional
“friendship bracelet” and makes a great project for year-round gift giving!

Materials:
15-20 yds of a Sport or Worsted Weight yarns (in the Cascade Cupcakes Box.)
1 set of US 4 or 5 needles, depending on the thickness of the yarn. Use a gauge that looks good to
you.
3- 3/8” buttons
Darning needle to weave ends

Finished Measurements:
Small (Large)- 6.5”(7.5)” Wrist Circumference X 2.5” wide

Abbreviations:
K- knit
P- purl
YO- yarn over
BO- bind off
St(s)- stitch(es)
SK2P- slip 1 st, knit 2 together, then pass the slipped stitch over.
Picot Lace Edging Pattern:
Set up Row: K or P in pattern to last 2 sts, yo, k2
Repeat Row: K2, BO 1 st, K1, K or P in horseshoe lace pattern to last 2 sts, yo, k2
*For the remainder of the pattern, only work the Repeat Row of the edging pattern.
Horseshoe Lace Pattern:
Row 1, 3, 5, 7 (WS): Purl
Row 2: K1, yo, k3, sk2p, k3, yo, k1
Row 4: K2, yo, k2, sk2p, k2, yo, k2
Row 6: K3, yo, k1, sk2p, k1, yo, k3
Row 8: K4, yo, sk2p, yo, k4
Directions:
CO 15 sts
Knit 4 rows in garter stitch and begin working Picot Lace Edging Pattern simultaneously.
On Row 4, begin working Horseshoe Lace Pattern while at the same time continuing to knit the
Picot Lace Edging Pattern.
Work both patterns simultaneously for 5 (6) repeats of the Horseshoe Lace Pattern.
Finishing:
Rows 1 & 2: Knit straight while at the same time continuing in the Picot Lace Edging Pattern

Row 3: K4, BO 1, K5, BO 1, K1, BO 1, K1
Bind-off loosely adding in a YO where each bound off stitch was in the previous row. When you add
a YO, treat it as a normal stitch and bind it off before knitting the next stitch.

